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NOTICE -

A couple of late production glitches have caused certain textual inaccuracies in this issue. Please
note the following that have come to my attention before distribution:
(I) On p. 275 of the article by Toops, the first line of text in Example 6 on p. 275 should read: ich tue, du tust, ff
tut ... ich tate, du tatest, ertate ... ich rue, du tuest, er tue. Also, Footnote 6 on p. 287 should have been deleted,and
Footnote 7 on p. 288 should have been renumbered as 6. These mistakes are solely the Editor's and not the author's.
The author has my apologies.
(2) On p. 2%, line 10 from the top should read ..... European Studies by the Department of Slavic Languages &
literatures of Indiana University."
(3) This volume was printed by Design Systems Printing of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. See lines 10-11 from the top
onp.298. - DLD

A Contrastive Survey of the German Konjunktiv and
Bulgarian rrpeH3Ka3Ho HaKJIOHeHHe*
Gary H. Toops

Introduction
Both German and Bulgarian exhibit grammatical means of conveying the reported status of a narrated event. These means are provided by special verb
forms that encode "reportedness" (albeit not always distinctively) in syntactic
environments where, from the standpoint of grammaticality, the corresponding
verb forms that are modally or temporally unmarked for "reportedness" are often equally instantiable. Ironically, despite the conspicuous feature of
"reportedness" shared by the verb systems of these two languages, Gennan treatments of the Bulgarian npeH3Ka3HO H'KJ10HeHHe, or "renarrated mood" (as it
has traditionally been called), seldom, if ever, draw parallels between Bulgarian
''renarrated'' verb forms and their functionally equivalent Konjunktiv forms in
German (cf, Weigand 1907, Roth 1979).
Exceptionally, Wedel and Savova (1991) did undertake to compare andcontrast the morphosemantics of Gennan Konjunktiv and Bulgarian "renarrated"
verb forms. Nevertheless, their analysis is encumbered by an adherence to traditional "grammar book" notions of the German Konjunktiv paradigms as formal expressions of a "subjunctive mood" and ofthe Bulgarian "renarrated" verb
forms as being essentially modal as well.! In the present survey, I maintain that
the German Konjunktiv is more accurately conceived as a "collective" modality
whose semantics include "reportedness," on the one hand, and subjunctive and
conditional moods, on the other. Such a conception of the Konjunktiv is supported by the fact that each of these three meanings ("reported ness,"
"subjunctivity," and "conditionality") is associated morphosyntactically with
perceptibly different formal distributions. For example, the conditional mood in
German is encoded by so-called Konjunktiv II forms (see below), but not by
Konjunktiv Harms. Moreover, in the conditional mood, the (synthetic) Konjunktiv
II forms can be replaced by analytic "wUrde + infinitive" tense forms with no
change of (temporal) meaning (e.g., er hiilte and er wUrde haben 'he would
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have' are both non-past conditionals). "Reportedness" and the subjunctive mood,
in contrast, are encoded by both Konjunktiv I and Konjunktiv II forms, and SUbstituting "wilrde + infinitive" tense forms for Konjunktiv II forms does result in a
change of tense (future vs. present - pace Wedel and Savova 1994:34).2 With
respect to Bulgarian, sentences like the following demonstrate that there cannot
exist a umood" with "renarrative" semantics in the same sense as there exists a
mood with conditional semantics (viz., the conditional mood), for here we have
a sentence t,hat is both "renarrated" (i.e., "reported") and unreal-conditional:
Ka3Ba, LIe aKD 6HnH AOIllJlH AeceTlfHa MHHyTH nO-KbCHO, MaitKa H mRJJB',,[(a

e npHroTBHJ1a Be'!e BCH'-IKO 'She says that if they had come some ten minutes
later, her mother would have already had everything prepared' (CIIMeoHoB 1989:
12). By definition, propositions must be predicated in one mood or another
(e.g., indicative, subjunctive, conditional, imperative, etc.), but cannot be predicated in two moods simultaneously.3
For these reasons, and in order to avoid making the present contrastive survey of German Konjunktiv and Bulgarian "renarrated" forms needlessly cUmbersome, I shall refer to the German Konjunktiv and the Bulgarian npel13Ka3HO
HaKJIOHeHHe as "modalities" rather than "moods/' in accordance with Roth's
and Panzer's acceptation of the term originally adduced by IlaH<jJIIJlOB (1971
[1974]; see Roth 1979: 52-54, Panzer 1991a [1973]). In the conceptual hierarchy proposed by naH<jJllfloB, modality precedes, or subsumes, mood, the latter
comprising a subset of the forme.r. 4 According to OaHqmJIOB, mood is "the

speaker's evaluation of the relationship that exists in a sentence between. the
grammatical subject and the predicate verb both in terms of its orientation to
reality and in terms of the objective relations between agent (or patient) and
action" (naH<jJllfloB 1974: 211 as cited in Roth 1979: 53). While the concept of
modality encompasses the functions of mood, "modality, in contrast, is a logicogrammatical phenomenon and characterizes either the speaker's evaluation of
the sentence content's degree of certainty or the nature of the objective relations
reflected in the sentence. Modality may be expressed by the most varied linguistic means (through phonetic, tonetic, synthetic and analytic forms [including modal forms of verbs], through special auxiliary words [including modal
particles], and by syntactic meanS as well)" (naH<jJHfloB 1974: 212 as cited·in
Roth 1979: 53).

Toops: A

tive survey undertaken here, two features of this grammar are particularly salient. First is the fact that Weigand makes no mention of any npeH3Ka3HO
HaKJ10HeHHe or renarrative modality ("Erziihlmodalitlit" - Roth 1979: 52ff.).
It is perhaps for this reason that more recent Slavists dealing with the question of
the Bulgarian npell3Ka3Ho HaKJ10HeHHe, e.g., Roth, Aronson (1967), and
Friedman, have regularly omitted reference to Weigand'S Bulgarische Grammatik
in their publications, although Weigand's later work, a short article titled "The
Admirative in Bulgarian" (The Slavonic Review 2 [192311924]: 567-68; published in German as "Der Admirativ im Bulgarischen," Balkanarchiv 1 [1925]:
150-52) typically does appear in their lists of references. Second is the reason
why Weigand does not adduce a renarrative modality, viz., the fact that he recognized - over seventy years before modern-day Slavists - that there is in Bulgarian no fonnal distinction between indicative perfect tense (or indefinite past,
MUHaJIO Heonpe,aeJJeHO BpeMe) and "renarrated" aorist. This second feature of
Weigand's grammar is important. for, ever since the appearance of AndrejCin's
influential OCHOBHa ObJIrapCKa rpaManfKd in 1944, it has been a commonplace of subsequent Bulgarian grammars and textbooks that the MHHaJ10
CBbpilleHo BpeMe of the rrpeI13Ka3HO HaKJ10HeHHe (renarrated aorist or definite
past) differs from the the MHHaJ10 HeOnpeAeJ1eHO BpeMe of the I13JlBHTeJ1HO
HaKJ/OHeHI1e (indicative perfect or indefinite past) by the absence of the auxlliary verb in the third-person singular and plural, as illustrated.in Example I:

Example 1

Traditional Treatment of Indicative Perfect and Renarrated
Aorist since AH,QpeAtlHH 1944 (from KpbcTeB 1984: 82-83)
LfeTa

Balkanistica 9 (1996)

npeI13Ka3HO HaKJ10fleHI1e

H3JlBI1TeJ1HOHaKJ10HeHI1e

l[eJ1 CbM
l[eJI Cli

e

yenli CMe
yenli CTe

For purposes of detennining morphosemantic similarities andlor disparities :be~
tween the German and Bulgarian modalities in question, a grammar of Bulgarian written in German was initially consulted - in this case, Gustav Weigand's
Bulgarische Grammatik (Leipzig 1907). From the perspective of the contras-

'r read'
MHHaJIO CB'bpllIeHO BPeMe

MHHdJ10 HeOnpeneJIeHO BpeMe

4eJl
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4eJ1H ca

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.
1st pI.
2nd pI.
3rd pI.

1..1e11 CbM
4€JI CH

4eJJ
4eJ1H CMe
4eJ1H CTe
4eJ1H

* Actually, as Uldicated in Friedman (1982: 152), the adduction of a fannal distinctIOn between the indefinlt~ past
and the renarrated (reported) aorist can be traced back further to 1938, with the publication of Andrejcin's dIssertation Kategorie zlIoczcllioll'e koniugacji bul.garskiej (Cracow: Polska Akademia Umiej(ltnosci).

Balkanistica 9 (1996)
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As Example 2, below, demonstrates, when we read the following observations by Friedman (1981), they can be understood only within a context ofreaction against the Bulgarian grammatical tradition initiated by AHApeH4HH, for
Weigand had made essentially the same observations regarding the perfect (i.e.,
indefinite past) tense some seventy-four years earlier. According to Friedman,
"[r]eportedness can. , . be said to be the~ chief contextual variant meaning ofthe

Weigand (in Example 3 he analyzes a passage from BaH ,aHbo):

indefinite past. ... Aside from its reported and dubitative uses, however, the
indefinite past can function as an ordinary past tense ... frequently, but not
always, with indefinite or resultative nuances" (1981: 14-15). Cf Weigand:

»ich bin tiberzeugt, daB, sobald ich herausgegangen war, Baj Ganjo die Holzkapsel aufmachte«, Der Erzahler sagt von sich selbst:
H3J1t3DX"b, aber von Ganjo »e oTBOpHnh« Pf.,
weil er es selbst nieht gesehen hat."

Example 3
" .. . YBtpeHb CbMh, lJe, 1L(OMb H3J1E30Xb 113b

CTaJITa, 6ait iaHbO

e

OTBOplfJfb nOXJJymmn

Example 2
(Weigand 1907: 125)

§92. Perfect und Plusquarnperfect
Das Pf. wird gebraucht, urn Handlungen
der erzahlenden Vergangenheit und vollende~
ten Gegenwart zu bezeichnen, die man nicht
selbst gesehen hat, sondern mehr vom Horen~
sagen kennt. Sein Platz wird also besonders
in Erztihlungen aus der Vergangenheit, in
Marchen, in fragenden und zweifelnden
Satzen, in Zeitungsberichten, in der indirekten
Rede, kurz, in allen Mitteilungen sein, in
denen eine gewisse Unbestimmtheit des Mit~
geteilten in Betracht kornmt.
(Weigand 1907: 124-25)

§92. Perfect CIndefinite PasO and Pluperfect
The perfect is used to denote actions of
the narrative past and completed present
that one has not seen as an eyewiteness himself, but is familiar with more on the basis
of hearsay., Its occurrence is particularly
observable in stories from the past, in tales,
in interrogative and dubitative sentences, in
newspaper reports, in indirect speech - in
brief, in all communications in which a cer~
tain indefiniteness about the message comes
into consideration.
(English translation mine - GHT)

Thus, what have struck Slavists in the late 20th century as advances in the
study of Bulgarian verbal morpho semantics actually constitute a return to views
put forth at the beginning of the century, well before the pUblication of AndrejCin's
grammar. In disavowing a fonnal distinction between the indicative perfect and
the renarrated aorist and thereby postulating "reportedness" as a variant mean.
ing of the fonner, one must, of course, explain the presence vs. absence of the

auxiliary verb in the third persons. According to Friedman, "the omission of the
third person auxiliary is essentially facultative. The codified literary Bulgarian
norm, however, prescribes its omission for reported speech, and this is the ten~

dency, but not the rule in the speech of educated Bulgarians" (1981: 17). Further, according to Friedman, the two paradigms are to "be treated as a single
paradigmatic set in which omission of the auxiliary in the third person is essentially optional but tends to occur most frequently in nonconfirrnative contexts"

(1981: 17-18). ForWeigand, too, the occurrence ofthe third-person auxiliary is
optional, as evidenced by his indiscriminate use of third-person perfects formed
both with and without the auxiliary. Consider the following passages from
Balkanistica 9 (1996)

" .. . yBepeH ChM, qe, lllOM H3/lR30X I1J

e OTBOPHJI nOX/lynL{H~
'I am convinced that as soon as I [had]
left the room, Baj Ganjo opened his food
container.' Of himself the narrator says
J13J1R30X, but, in speaking of Ganjo, the nar~
rator uses the perfect e OTBOPH/l because he
himself did not see it happen."
(English translation mine - GHT)

CTaRTa, l'ia.{1i8.HbO
Te

Weigand's view of the auxiliary as optional in the third persons is even
more apparent in his discussion of what he calls the "presumptive." This paradigm has fonnal correspondences in AndrejCin's renarrated perfect/pluperfect
and emphatically renarrated aorist (see Roth 1979: 8):

Example 4
"Die Verbalform: a3b CbMb ()l1/lb Ha.K8.~
38./lb· bedeutet wortlich: »ich bin gewesen einer
der gestraft hat«, sie scheint also zuniichst
eine bloBe Vergangenheit zu bezeichnen; im
Hinblick auf: aJb CbMb HaKaJ8.Jl1~ »ich bin
einer der gestraft hat«, wird sie auch von den
Gramrnatikem als Plusquamperfektum bezeichnet. Die Bedeutung ist aber durchaus
modaler Natur, die' Form wird nur dann angewandt, wenn der Inhalt nieht als Faktum,
sondern als Vermutung ausgesprochen wird
z.B. ytlMTeJIRTb rel OI1/lb HaKa3a/lb yf.{eHHK8.
heiSt nicht: »der Lehrer hatte den SchUler gestraft« sondern: »der Lehrer soll [wie man
erzahlt, wie das Gerlicht geht] den SchUler
bestraft haben«." (Weigand 1907: 131)

"The literal meaning of the verb form a3
GbM (fJ1J1 HaKa.3aJl is 'I have been one who
has punished' and thus the form seems at
first glance to denote a mere past tense; in
opposition to aJ GbM HaKa,3a,JI 'I am one
who has punished' it is also designated by
grammarians as a pluperfect. Its meaning,
however, is completely modal: the fonn is
used only when the content of a message is
conveyed as supposition rather than fact.
For example, ytJMTeJIRT [e] 6J1J1
H8.Ka.38.JI ytJeHHK8. does not me:an 'the
teacher had punished the pupil' but rather
'the teacher is supposed [is said, is rumored)
to have punished the pupil.'''
(English translation mine - GHT)

Weig.!'nd (1907: 131) then provides the "presumptive" paradigm for the
BHAH 'I see' and cites the third-person forms as TOn lel 61-fJI Blf,l(JVl, TJl lel
6HJIa BH,llRJla, Te [cal 6HJlH BH,lleJIH (i.e., with brackets signaling the optional
nature of the auxiliary verb).
Finally, the publications of some modem-day Bulgarian scholars either imply (Wedel and Savova 1991: 25-26) or explicitly state (CHMeoHoB 1989: 1012) that the absence of the auxiliary verb in the third persons is a fannal marker

verb
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of the strictly "reported" andlor "unwitnessed" status of the narrated event while
its presence marks the verb (to the extent that ordinary [i. e., "confirmative:'] past
indefinite readings can be excluded) for presumptive, dubitative, or deductive/
inferential meaning ("YM03PHTe.J]HO--OOooIllIITe.J]eH Kope.J]aT" - CHMeOHOB
1989: 11; cf also Wedel andSavova 1991: 26).5 However, the contrastive
survey of textual material undertaken here (see examples 17b and 20) reveals
that even considerations of the strictly "reported"l"unwitnessed" vs. "presump'
tive"l"dubitative"/"inferential" status of a narrated event do not consistently
determine the omission vs. instantiation of the auxiliary verb in the third persons. For the moment we may simply observe that even the 1983 Bulgarian
Academy Grammar unwittingly concedes the optional occurrence of the thirdperson auxiliary in "renarrated" verb forms. After insisting that there is a clear
semantic distinction between the sentences Toti e 3aCraJIan npe,a BXO):fa,
marked as "Ml-IH[aJlo] Heonp[etteneHo]," and Tali 3aCTaHaJI npe4 BXO.lla,
marked as "Ml-IH[aJloj CBbplll[eHoj npel-I3K[a3Hoj Bp[eMej" (rpaMaTHKa 1983:
354-55), the Grammar proceeds to discuss the formal identity of the renarrated
future and renarrated future-in-the-past. It cites two examples - one without
the auxiliary verb, as expected, but the other, incongruously, with the auxiliary:

Example 5
mEJI pa ):!Ol1,ae B{..[epa, HO

ce paJ60JIJ1Jl.

Ka3Ba, tJe 6 LqH.JI ,LTa ,4ol1,lle yTpe.

Toops: A
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Example 6
Formal Expression of Renarrative Modality
("Erziihlmodalitiit") in German with Temporal Correlations
tun 'to do'
Indikatiy

Kou;unktiv IT

KonjunktiYJ

PRESENT
ich tue, du tuest, er tut
ich tate, du tatest, er tate
PAST
I
PRETERITE
I
ich tat, du tatest, er tat
I
PERFECf
ich heme getan, du hattest ich habe getan, du habest
ich habe getan, du hast
getan, er habe getan
getan, er htltte getan
getan, er hat getan
I
I
PLUPERFECT
I
I
ich hatte getan, du hattest
I
I
getan, er hatte getan
FUTURE'
ich warde tun, du wurdest ich werde tun, du werdest
ich werde tun, du wirst
tun, er werde tun
tun, er warde tun
tun, er wird tun

ich fue, du tust,

"Ob.ll. B Ml1H. npeH3K."

"Obtt. npe113K."
'CrpaMaTHKa 1983: 359)

*The designation "future" applies to the Konjunktiv Il only as a subjunctIve and renarrative verb fann (see ,diSCll.S'
sion below). The future perfectfonns (er win! gelan /wben, erwlirde getan haben, erwerde getml haben he Will
have done') are omitted from consideration here.

For purposes of the present survey, it will therefore suffice to identify Bulgarian verb forms as encoding renarrative modality (including all the semantic.
features associated therewith, be they "reported," "unwitnessed," "dubitative;"
"presumptive," or "inferential") on the following basis: those third-person ,analytic verb forms that consist of an I-participle and do not exhibit the auxiliary
verbs ear Ca are marked for renarrative modality; all other analytic tense forms
consisting of an I-participle are formally unmarked for renarrative modality in ..
and of themselves, and their "renarrative" semantics can be established only
morphosyntactically (e.g., in utterances where some past indefinite verb form
clearly does not denote a perfect tense, but rather a present or an aorist tense).
We may now proceed to consider the formal expression ofrenarrative C'reported,"
"nonconfirmative") modalities in Bulgarian and German.

Forms and Functions
The formal expression of renarrative modality in German is summarized in Example 6:

Balkanistica 9 (1996)

In Example 6, the designation "future" applies to the Konjunkti~ II only as
a subjunctive and renarrative verb form. In the protasls of a condItlOnal se~
tence it functions as an analytic equivalent to synthetic Konjunktiv fonus that m
conte~porary German sound comically archaic. For example, Wenn du mir
(thUifest -» heifen wUrdest, hiifte ich nicht soviele Schwierigkeiten (-wiirde
ich nicht soviele Schwierigkeiten haben) 'If you helped (-would help) me, I
would not have so many problems.' More often than not, the tenn Konjunktiv is
misleadingly translated into English as 'subjunctive.' However, of the three
modalities expressed by Konjunktiv forms - subjunctive, 'conditional, and
renarrative/reported - the subjunctive is the least instantiable. Unlike the subjunctive in contemporary Romance languages and the conditional/subjunctive
("injunctive" - Brecht 1974) in North (i.e., East and West) SlaVIC languages,
the German Konjunktiv is not used in tbe sentential complements of what Brecht
(1974) has termed "will-extending verbs" (including verba dicendi). In such
instances German resembles Bulgarian in its use of a restricted indicative paradigm:

Balkanistica 9 (1996)
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Example 9

Example 7
Ich will, daft er kommt (*kiimel*komme),
HCKaM Toil ,aa JlOi1.4e.

'I want him to come.' (Literally: '1 want that he comes.')

Moreover, in unreal-conditional sentences Konjunktiv II fonns can be used,
while Konjunktiv I fonns cannot. Thus, from the perspective of a fonn:function
ratio, the largest ratio characterizes the renarrative modality, which can be conveyed not only by both Konjunktiv I and Konjunktiv II fonns, but also by indicative fonns when governed by a verbum dicendi or verbum cogitandi that is in the
present tense (cf. Lohnes and Strothmann 1980: 319):

Example 8

277
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Formal Expression of "Reportedness" ("Nonconjirmativity") in
Bulgarian
with Temporal Correlations (1st and 3rd Persons Singular)
npaB51 'I do, I make'
Tenses having "reportedness"
as a variant meaning
PRESENT
npaBR, npaBH

IMPERFECT

IMPERFECT PAST INDEFINITE
npaBeJ1 CbM, npaBen (e)

npaBex, npasewe

Mein Freund Giovanni sag!,
... in ltalien ist das Benzin sehr teuer
(b)
... in Italien ware das Benzin sehr teuer.
(c)
... in Ilalien sei das Benzin sehr teuer.

(Indikativ)
(Konjunktiv II)
(Konjunktiv l)
'My friend Giovanni says (that) in Italy gasoline is very expensive.'

(a)

According to Lohnes and Strothmann, use of the Konjunktiv in Example
8(b) and (c) "does not express any doubt in the veracity of the original statement; it merely signals that the speaker reports this statement as originating with
someone else" (1980: 319). Derivationally the two Konjunktiv paradigms differ
in that Konjunktiv 1I is generally fanned from the preterite stem of the indicative
and is characterized by the umlaut of any non-front stem vowel (a, 0, u -> ii, 0,
U) in all strong and some irregular weak verbs, While Konjunktiv I is derived
from the infinitive stem. Within the renarrative/reported modality, there is no
semantic distinction between the two paradigms: the instantiation of one or the
other is detennined almost exclusively by considerations of homonymy. If the
Konjunktiv I forms are homonymous with the corresponding indicative fonnsas they always are for all persons of regular weak verbs with the exception of the
third person singular - , then the Konjunktiv 1I fonns will most likely be instantiated. Thus, Konjunktiv 1 forms are most often used when the sentence subject
is thind person singular, especially as Konjunktiv II fonns have the potential, to
varying degrees, of being misinterpreted as synthetic conditionals (cf. above).
The fannal expression of narrative modality in Bulgarian is summarized in
Example 9:

*****
Balkanistica 9 (1996)

AORIST (PAST DEFINITE) ....... .
npaBHX, npaBH

PAST INDEFINITE (PERFECT)-<
PLuPERFECT

AORIST PAST INDEFINITE
npaBHJ1 CbM, rrpaBHn (e)

PERFECT PAST INDEFINITE
6JiJ1 CbM npaBHlI, 6Hn (e) npaBI1l1

6HX npaBl1.1l, 6eIIIe npaBHJ1

FuroRE
me npaBR, me npaBl1

FtITURE IN THE PAST

FUTURE PAST INDEFIl'HTE
m.Hll CbM ..aa rrpaBJI, mJUI (e) ,l(a npaBH

II!HX .lTd npdBR, Il(eille ,l(d npdBI1

The tenninology can be confusing. If the aorist is alternately called a past dCfinit~ (or d~fi~te past);, then w~
hnkall have a tense that can be called "past definite past indefinite." If the past mdefilllt~, iE, cal~~ perfect,
we c~ have both "imperfect perfects" and "perfect perfects," and t~e term "futu~ perfect (traditJ,onallY u~ed
to designate 11Ie CbM npaBi1l1, me e npaBl1JI 'I win have done, he wlll have done) becomes ambtguous (I,e.,

:n

designating tenses translatable into English as 'I havelhad been going to do'),

As unusual as Example 9 may seem from the standpoint of-traditional Bulgarian grammars published since the 1940s, it actuaIly represents a logical extension of the more recently developed view that there IS no IIper:~Ka3Ho
HaKJ10HeHHe, or "renarrated mood," in Bulgarian, inasmuch ~s the tr~dltlOnally
labelled indicative perfect and renarrated aorist in reality consll:~te a sl~gl~, parad'gm Using the term "definite" m the traditlOnal sense of llldicallve (I.e.,
"~on~reported")' Friedman (1982: 155), for ~xampl~, states (albeit somewhat
tautologically): "[J]ust as there is both an aonst and imperfect reported and an

Balkanistica 9 (1996)
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~orist a,nd .~mperfect past definite. : " so t~ere is also an aorist and imperfect past
mdefirute. These two tenses, aonst and nuperfect past indefinite are reflected
in E~ample 9. The a~alysis of Friedman, Aronson, and others ha~ simply been
carned here to Its logIcal conclusion by including a perfect and future past in,
definite as well.
A contrastive analysis of the formal means employed by German and Bul.
garian for expressing renarrative modality therefore reveals that whereas
"report~dness" in Gennan is a variant meaning of modal (or, "modalitatl've")
forms, m Bulgarian it is a variant meaning of temporal ones. The German use of
modal forms of verbs to convey "reportedness" is no doubt connected both with
the relatively limited functional range of the subjunctive and with the existence
of synonymous analytic conditionals alongside the synthetic ones. It is conceiv.
able that these.tw~ factors "lighten the functional load" of the German Konjunktiv,
thereby allowlOg It to assume the added function of expressing "reportedness."
In Bulgarian, the past indefinite tense has assumed the function of expressing
"repo~edness." One should, perhaps, speak of past indefinite tenses (plural), for'
the eXIstence of two I-participles gives rise to imperfect and aorist past indefinite
tenses, th~ fonner being used to convey, within a renarrative modality, either a
present or Imperfect (i.e., "present-in-Ihe-past" - Lindstedt 1985: 122-23) tense,
the latter to convey an aorist tense. Two additional past indefinite tenses _
perfect/pluperfect (i.e., perfectlperfect-in-the-past), on the one hand, and future!
future-in-the-past, on the other - are derived by compounding the auxiliary
verb. Though It may not be worthwh.i1e to speculate here about factors promptmg "repo~tedness" as a variant meaning of the Bulgarian indefinite past, it is
worth notmg that both morphosyntactic operations - the use of conditionlll
f0n:'~ to convey the reported status of an utterance and the compounding of
amahruy verbs - can be found in other languages. In French, for example
newspaper he~dlines announcing reports of future events are typically in th~
non-past condlllOnal rather Ihan in the future indicative tense:

Example 10
Le president arn'verait demain.
'President to Arrive Tomorrow.'
(Possible analysis: '~[Ifthe reports that we have received were accurate, then] thePresident would be arriving tomorrow.")
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Example 11
(a) Je suis parti quandj'ai eu termine.
'I left once 1 got finished.'
(b) 11 serait arrive quand j'aurais

ele partie.

'He would have arrived after I would have [alreadylleft ("been gone").'

Of greater relevance to the present survey, however, is the fact that both
Bulgarian and French instantiate indicative imperfect tense fonns in the protasis
of unreal-conditional sentences. Thus, there is precedent in both languages for
using temporal rather than markedly modal forms as a means to convey various
moods and modalities (e.g., unreal-conditional, nonconfirmative, etc.; cf Panzer
1991b [1982]).
A contrastive survey of the fonnal expression of renarrative modality in
Gennan and Bulgarian also reveals similarities. German remllTative modality
exhibits a complete formal neutralization of past tenses: the preterite, perfect,
and pluperfect tenses of the (non-renarrative) indicative are encoded by a single
compound tense consisting of a Konjunktiv form of the auxiliary verb haben or
sein and the past participle. In Bulgarian, because past-tense verb forms, i.e.,
those of the indefinite past, are used to convey "reportedness," present and
"present-in-the-past" (i.e., imperfect), perfect and "perfect-in-the-past" (i.e., pluperfect), and future and future-in-the-past are, in each instance, not distinctively
encoded as they are in the "non-reported," or "continnative," modality. For some
past indefinite forms, "reportedness,tI or "nonconfinnativity," may not just be

the primary variant meaning, but even the overriding one. Thus, in the case of
what I have called the "imperfect past indefinite" (following Friedman 1982), its
almost exclusive use in renarrative modality has, according to Friedman, misled
a number of linguists to conclude that "the imperfect participle only occurs in

the reported paradigm and thus its use with the auxiliary is incorrect" (1982:
155). In contrast, the aorist past definite form is often ambiguous and in many
contexts it may not be clear whether its instantiation is intended to convey a non-

reported perfect or a reported aorist tense. Although for the sake of simplicity
the future anterior tense(s) in both Gennan and Bulgarian (Futur II, Ob,!lell(e
npepBapHTeJIHO BpeMe) have here been ignored, the present analysis could be

extended to those tenses as well.

Contrastive Survey a/Textual Material
French:lso exhibits past tenses with compound auxiliaries (so-called temps
surcomposes), as 111ustrated In Example l1(a) and (b) (cited in Robert 1981:
1893):

An examination of textual material afforded by Bulgarian and Gennan works of
literature reveals that the frequency of occurrence of verb forms expressing

renarrative modality is remarkably parallel in both languages. Examined for the
Balkanistica 9 (1996)
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present survey was Weigand's 1908 bilingual (Bulgarian-German) edition of
Aleko Konstantinov's BaH raHlo (Baj Ganju), which includes only the first seven
of the original twelve episodes. The Bulgarian original exhibits 47 occurrences
of past indefinites expressing renarrative modality; Weigand's German translation of the work exhibits 49 oCcurrences of Konjunktiv forms in the same function. Occurrences of Konjunktiv forms in the subjunctive mood totaled only 7
and were not included in the tally. Alternately, a corresponding amount of textual material originally written in German and recently translated into Bulgarian
was also examined. This material consisted of Franz Kafka's short story
"Betrachtung" as well as the first two and part of the third chapters of Kafka's
novel Der Prozefl (The Trial). Again, the frequency of occurrence of verb forms
expressing renarrative modality was virtually the same in both languages: 42
occurrences of Konjunktiv fOTIns expressing "reported ness" in the Gennan originals vs. 44 oCCurrences of past indefinites - all without third-person auxiliaries
- in the Bulgarian translations. Occurrences here of the German Konjunktiv as
conditional and subjunctive verb forrns amounted to only 2 and 1, respectively,
and, again, were not included in the tally. The foregoing figures are summarized
in Example 12:

Example 12
Occurrences o/Verb Forms Expressing Renarrative Modality
in Bulgarian/Gennan Texts and Their German/Bulgarian Translations

German Konjunktiv
Present
Past
Eill~

!

II

Bulg->Genn: 26
Gerru->Bulg: 23

. Bulgarian Past Indefinites

Ill!.!l

7

14

6

5

1
3

o

3

43·

4

26

12

I

o

o
6

*5 of these 43 occurrences exhibit the auxiliary verb in the third person.

Although the frequency of occurrence of verb forms expressing
"reportedness" is almost the same in the two languages, the discourse factors
prompting their instantiation are perceptibly different. In other words, it is not
at all the case that the Bulgarian and German texts exhibit a one-to-one correspondence in verb forms expressing renarrative modality. As the textual material reveals, the term "reported ness" as applied to German is to be understood
sensu stricto (i.e., as the attribution of a narrated event to a source other than the
speaker). In Bulgarian, however, renarrative modality may signal not only the
Balkanistiea 9 (1996)
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reported status of a narrated event, but also the unwitnessed status of an event. A
major reason why the frequency counts in the two languages approxlmate each
other so closely is that what Bulgarian refrains from conveying as "reported" in
subordinate clauses governed by "reported" ("renarrative") verb forms (i.e., verbs
in some past indefinite tense), German continues to encode as "reported" (i.e.,
with some KOlljunktiv form). Compensatorily, what Bulgarian conveys as
"unwitnessed" ("nonconfirmative") by means of the same verb forms (past mdefinite tenses), German does not.
In Example 13, below, a lengthy passage from Kafka's The Trial (Der Prozefl,
IJp0L<eCbT), we see that in strictly reported contexts (i.e., in indire~t sp:ech),
there is in fact a nearly perfect correspondence between German KonJunkllv and
Bulgarian past indefinite verb forms:

Example 13
K. wartelephonisch verstfuldigt worden,
daB am nachsten Sonntag eine kleine Untersuchung in seiner Angelegenheit rtattfin<len
l!:iirJig. Man machte ihn darauf aufmerksam,
daB diese Untersuchungen regelmaBig, wenn
auch vielleicht nieht jede Woche, so doch
h~ufiger einander foTgm wilrden. Es li1uM
einerseits im allgemeinen Interesse, den ProzeB msch Zll Ende zu fUhren, anderseits aber
!l1ii.flJm. die Untersuchungen injeder Hinsicht
gIiindlich sein und dii.rf1m. doch wegen del'
damit vel'bundenen Anstrengung niemals
allzulange dauern. Deshalb ~ man den
Ausweg diesel' msch aufeinanderfolgenden,
aber kurzen Untersuchungen~. Die
Bestimmung des Sonntags als Untel'suchungstag hiJl2g man deshalb vorgennmmen,
urn K, in seiner berutIichen Arbeit nicht zu
stOren. Man se(ze varaus, daB er darnit einverstanden sei, sollte er einen anderen
Terrnin wtinschen, so wiirde man ibm, so
gut es gj,ngg., entgegenkommen, Die Unter
suchungen rdirfll beispielsweise auch in
der Nacht moglich, aber da m wohl K. nicht
frisch genug. Jedenfalls ~ man es,
solange K. nichts einwgnde beim Sonntag
~. Es m selbstverstandlich. daB er
bestimmt erscheinen mJi.s..s.t:., darauf J:llii.llf
man ihn wohl nicht erst aufmerksam
machen. Es wurde ihm die Nummer des
Hauses genannt, in dem er sich einfinden
M

'-!2lk ...
(FK 1966: 283·84)

YB8,l{OMHXa K. no TeJle¢OHa, lie 3a CJl8nHan He,a8J151 OHJlO HaCDOl[eHO KpaTKO
CbAeOHO CJle,ll.CTBl1e no HerOBaTa pa6oTa. OObpHaxa MY BHI1MaHl1e 11 BbPXY 06CTORTeJlCTBOTO, lie Te3H CJle.QCTBH5I
menu na ce BO/J.8T pellOBHO eaHO cllell
,llpyro HaHcTHHa MO)Ke 011 HEl BC51Ka ce,llMHl.\a, HO Bce naK llecTO. aT e,llHa cTpaHa,
oeiml151T HHTepec HaJIaraJl ,Ila ce npHKJIIO411 np0l.\8C8CbT ObP30, aT ,apyra cTpaHa
ooalle. CJle,llCTBI-Una TQROBano lIa ObllaT
BbB BCS:lKO OTHOlllelH18 3a.nbJlOOlleHH, HO
nopa,QH CBbp3aHOTO C TS:lX Hanpe)!{emle He
OffBano ,aa npO,llbJDl(aBaT npeKOMepHO
.ab11ro. ETO 3amO B3enlf perneHl1e Te3M
CJleJ:\CTBI151 ,aa ce pellYBaT ObP30 e.lIHO
no,aHp ,apyro, HO ,aa Ob,llaT KpaTKH. A 3a
CJle,llCTBeH tleH OnDeneJfHllf1 He,lleJlJlTa,
3a lIa He npeliaT K. B npO¢eCI-10HallHHTe
My ;m,abJDKeHHS:I. nDel1flOJuwaJIU, lie e Cb~
rllaceH, HO aKO flO>KeJIaen .apyr .aeH,
we.nli - cnwa ,Ila 011110 Bb3MOlKHO -,all
Y.l1.0BJleTBopET lKeJTaHHeTO My. MO>Kego
Hanpl1Mep ClletlCT6H.HTa ,Ila ce BO,ll5lT H
HOl1\eM, HO K. ToraBa HaB5IpHO HffMllJlO nll
Oboe .aOcTaTb4HO OQJ:Ibp. BbB BceKli
cflYliatl: CflUDaJIn ce Ha He.L\en5lTa, ,aOKaTO
K. He I1i2IJJU11lll Bb3pa)l(eHHe. P1l30UDaJlO
ce or CaMO ceoe CH, lie IIll!!fBaJIO HenpeMeHHO lIa ce 51B5IBa, e,asa 1111 DUJfO
lIOPH nOTpeoHo ,aa ot'5pbll.iaT BHHMamleTO
My BbPXY TOBa. Ka3axa MY HOMepa Ha
Kbman, Kb,lleTO TD8rJBllgO ,Ila ce S:lBH.
(FK 1993a: 34)
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In the foregoing example, German Konjunktiv and Bulgarian past indefinite
verb forms nre italicized; additionally, italicized verb forms whose occurrences
in both languages correspond to each other exactly are underlined. In only one
instance is the "reportedness" of a German Konjunktiv fann not reflected in the
Bulgarian translation, viz., in the subordinate clause of the sentence Man selze
voraus, dajJ er damit einverstanden sei ... / npenOnaraJIH, f..Je e CbrJIaCeH . ..

'They assumed that he was in agreement ....' One other "mismatch" occurs
inasmuch as the Gennan original exhibits an unreal-conditional sentence which,
because its "non-rerrarrative" analogue is expressed by means of Konjunktiv II
fonns, cannot be formally marked further for "reportedness." The occurrence of
the verb form sollte 'should' in the sentence ... sollie er einen anderen Termin
wiinschen, so wurde man ihm ... entgegenkommen '... should he desire another
date and time, they would oblige him' precludes the possiblity of interpreting
this sentence as areal condition expressed as "reported" by means of Konjunktiv
11 forms, since in German (as also in English) it is only in unreal conditions that
the protasis can be formulated by means of the auxiliary verb sollte 'should.'
Consequently, the instantiation of the Kanjunktiv 11 forms soilte and (analytic)
warde entgegenkommen cannot be considered to have been primordially prompted
by considerations of "reportedness." In contrast, the Bulgarian translation (...

,l{a Y,l!OBlIeTOBpHT )f(eJIaHHeTO MY) is
unambiguously marked for Hreportedness." but, if considered in isolation, is
ambiguous with respect to reaI- vs. unreal-conditional semantics (i.e., it may
represent either the "reported" analogue to the real condition ... aKa na)/(fmae
.l(pyr ,aeH, .. ' me Y.l(OBJIeTBOp.HT )f(eJIaHHeTO My 'if he desires another day,
they will satisfy his wish' or the "reported" analogue to the unreal condition ...
aKO nO>J(eJIaellIe 4Pyr .l(eH, Il(.Hxa ." .l(a Y,£(OBJJeTBOPRT )J(eJIaHHeTO My'ifhe
aKO nO)l(eJI8,eJI 4Pyr ,l(eH, ll!elIH ...

desired another day, they would satisfy his wish'). This is because Bulgarian
imperfect past indefinites (see Example 9), when used to express "reportedness,"
have temporal correspondences both to the present and imperfect ("present-inthe-past") tenses in "non-reportedll cOntexts (i.e., nO)J(eJIaeJI {ei<-> no)/(e.nae
~ nQ)KeJIaeme, IlfeJIH (cal <-> 1[(e::::: Ia.Hxa). (For a more detailed discussion,
see note 3, this work).
In order to convey unwitnessed events that have occurred before the moment of the narrated event, Gennan, like English, often has recourse to the pluperfect indicative, while Bulgarian employs past indefinites, as in examples 14
and 15:
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sondem hatte auch mit zusammengepreBten Ztihnen versucht, die Hand urn
sie zu schlingen. (AK 1908: 74)

(AK 1908: 7)

Example 15
CTeKbJIb ce rpa..qbTb, ,lfOlIIJ1I1 xopa OTb
Die Stadt war zusammengelaufen,
Leute aus den Daffern waren gekommen, cellaTa ,[Ia npocpeLUHaTb eipaTJITaobnrapM, .aoBenHMY3HKa, ,40meJIb XOPb,
es hatten sich eine Menge Jungfrauen,

mit BlumenstrauBen in der Hand, aufgestellt, ... urn sie [die Bruder] zu
begrttBen ... (AK 1908: 96)

Hape.aJ1J1H ce cyMa MOMi14eTa Cb f5YKeTI1

.. .

Bb p~Ka

,lIa rH n03.llpaB5ITb . ..

(AK 1908: 27)

In other contexts, the unwitnessed status of the nnrrated event may simply
remain grammatically unmarked in German, as in Example 16, wher~ the phrase

in meiner Abwesenheit I B Moe OTCbCTBHe 'in my absence' makes It clear that
the narrator did not witness the event in question:

Example 16
In meiner Abwesenheit photographierte man die teuern Gaste und am
folgenden Tag erschien die ganze Gruppe
in einer illustrierten Zeitung.
(AK 1908: 104)

Bb Moe

OTC.¥,. TCTBHe

c[JOTorpaqJHpaJIYl

CKJKnlH'E rOCTH H Ha .llpyrH5i .lleHb Bb

e,llHHb HJ1JOCTpOBaHb BtcTHHKb ce n051BM
~'EnaTa rpyna.

(AK 1908: 34)

The dubitative/presumptive semantics ofB ulgarian rennrrative modality nre
typically expressed in German by means of the auxilinries sollen and wollen.
The former ascribes the truth ofa given statement to what others say (e.g., er soli
reieh sein 'he is supposed to be [said/rumored to bel rich'), while the latter
ascribes the truth of a given statement to what others say speCIfically about themselves (e.g., erwill reichsein 'he claims to be rich'). (Cj. Example 17, below.)

Example 17
(a) Ieh doch nicht, Bruder. was sollte ich ihr
denn getan haben? (AK 1908: 74)

He

CbMb oe, opaTKo, 1{aKBO CbMb

HanpaBI1J1b?

:H

(AK 1908: 7)

'Not me, brother. Just what am I supposed to have done to her?'

Example: 14
(b) Dumm sollen die Bulgaren sein. was?

Das ... Miidchen erzlihlt ... , daB B~ Ganju

MOMan . . MH pa3npaBH, ye Dati raHio 51

sich tiitlich an ihr vergriffen hatte, er
hatte sie gepackt und nieht nur das,

He caMO .51 nOXBaHVfb, aMH CH H3BbPT'EJI'b

Balkanistiea 9 (1996)

OCKbp6HJrb Cb lIEAcTBf1e, nOXBaHaJJb $I Ii

(AK 1908: 83)

flpOCTH 6lfJIH obnrapH,

at

(AK 1908: 13)

'So Bulgarians are supposed to be dumb. eh?'
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Finally, referring to renarrative modality (as understood here) by the
Jakobsonian term "evidentiality," Wedel and Savova (1991: 2S) state that "Bulgarian evidentiality, being ... a speaker-oriented phenomenon, can express the
speaker's attitude toward the event and not simply that the event has not been
witnessed by the speaker. Thus, if we assume the narrow interpretation, viz. the
'renarrative,' the evidential is bound to be restricted to th_e third person uses
because one call hardly imagine a situation in which a speaker will be reporting
what he himself said, or what the interlocutor said in the presence of the speaker,
and not be able to vouch for the veracity of what is being said." However, it is
precisely the use ofrenarrative modality in situations where it is "hardly imaginable" that, in both Bulgarian and German, appears to extend its semantic range
to include inferential and dubitative meanings. Consequently, in (non-thirdperson) contexts exhibiting what may be regarded as a sort of "displaced
reported ness," German Konjunktiv forms are not necessarily limited to expressing "reportedness" exclusively, but, to the extent that they occur in indirect speech,
can additionally express inferences and doubts in much the same way as Bulgarian past indefinites can 0. e., without the use of modal auxiliaries [inter alia,
sollen and wollen - see above)). (Cf Example 18, below.)

Example 18
.. , er denkt, er lm.I2J:. irgend einen VerstoB
gegen Baj Ganjus Geschmack WJ1fl£ll!..
(AK 1908: 106)

' ... he thinks he must (or, might offense against Baj Ganju's taste.'

. , , Ml1CllH, l..Je 12 CTOPl1JTb H'EKOJ:[ rptwKa

nponlBb BKyca Ha oa:tl: raHJl.

(AK 1908: 36)

Wahrig 1982: 154) have committed an

In Example IS, above, Aleko Konstantinov, who, as narrator of the story, is
privy to the thoughts and words of his characters, has a character (in this case, a
barber) thinking in the indefinite past tense (e CTOprlJI). Since the subjects of
both clauses are coreferential, the German translation actually reveals a marked
first-person use of the Konjunktiv I (er habe gemaeht), which prompts either the
"inferential" reading 'he must have committed' or the potential reading 'he might
have committed.'6
In examples 19 and 20, below, the speaker's reporting the statements of his
interlocutor in renarrative modality represents a marked second-person use of
Konjunktiv forms; these, like the functionally equivalent Bulgarian past indefinite tense fonns, induce a "dubitative" reading of the reported statements:

*****
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Example 19
»Immerhin werde ieh mir merken, daB
Sie mir gedroht haben.« »Wie? leh
biiJJJi. Ihnen ~?« (FK 1946: 47)

«11 Ge3 Tosa H.s:lMa ,[Ia 3aOpaBjl, qe Me
»KaKBO, a3 CbM BH
3anJ1amaaJ1?« (FK 1993b: 23)

3anJ1alUHXTe.«

, _ I am still not going to forget that you threatened me. - What?
(How can you say) I threatened you?'

Example 20
»Sie sagen, Ihre Natur twinge Sie, mit
mir in dieser Weise zu reden. Wirklieh? «
(FK 1946: 48)

»TBbptUne, lie npHpoAaTa BM

nDrIHY)KlIaBaJIa,aa pa3rOBapJlTe C MeH no
T03H Ha4HH.

HHMa?«

(FK 1993b: 23)

'You say that your nature forces you to talk to me in this way. Really now?'

Conclusions
Renarrative modality is characterized in Bulgarian by a great~r variety of syntactic environments and a broader semantic range than It IS III Ge~man. The
traditionally labelled npeH3Ka3Ho HaKJ10HeHHe is not resmcted to,~ndir~ct spee:~
and has, inter alia, admirative, presumptive, and noneonfinnatl~e ( .unwitnessed )
uses. In German, renarrative modality is confined to the predIc~tIOn of narrated
events in indirect speech. Nevertheless, within the confines of mduect speech,
've modality in the two languages exhibits remarkable functlOnal and
renarrall
.
.
d r
b
morphosemantic similarities. In neither language IS r~narral1ve rna a Ity,. y
and large, distinctively encoded by special verb forms: m Bulgananrena~TallVe
modality is expressed by means of specific verbal tense forms (the past mdefinite tenses), while in German it is expressed by means of modaht~tlve verb
forms (Konjunktiv I and II) - forms which, in both languages, are mherently
ambiguous with respect to the meaning of "reportedness" and whose speCIfic
semantics are disambiguated essentially by morphosyntact~c means. Consequently, renarrative modality in both Bulgarian and Ge:man IS accompamed by
a neutralization of certain temporal, modal and modahtatIve opposltIOns (e.g.,
Bulgarian present/imperfect, perfect/pluperfect, future/future-m-the-past; ~er
man preterite/perfect/pluperfect; Bulgarian real/unreal condltlOns; Gennan reported"l"non-reported" unreal conditions).
....
.
The primary meaning of renarrative modalIty m mdlfect speech IS ~hat of
"reportedness." On both pragmatic and intuitive grounds, ':rep?rtedness" IS typIcally (albeit not always) associated with third-person predICatIOn (ef Wedel and
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Savova 1991: 28, cited above). It is precisely the third-person verb fonns used
to express H~eportedness" that t~nd to receive, so to speak, special "marking" in
both Bulganan a~d German: In Bulgarian this is represented by the nonnal
onusslOn of the thIrd-person auxiliary verbs, while in Gennan this is reflected in
the arguably greater frequency of occurrence of Konjunktiv I fonns with thirdpe:son (singular) subjects. In those relatively less frequent instances when proposltIOns InvolvIng first- and second-person sentence subjects are predicated in
renarrative modality, inferential and dubitative meanings may be expressed in
German, as in Bulgarian. For German, however, these meanings must be viewed
as context-specific extensions of the basic semantics of "reportedness" in indirect speech.

Notes
* Because of some unresolved technical incompatibility between certain option
font commands and the electronic typesetting software used to produce this volume the
stress marker~ originally found in some Cyrillic words used in the text, and in man~ of
the examples Illustrating the text, could not be reproduced in the following study, Both
author and reader have our sincere apologies in this matter. - DPH, DLD
,1. ~riedman (1982: 150) expresses the same misleading view of the German
KanjunkflV when h~ states: "Whe~ the source of information is specified morphologi~ally rather than l,eXlcally?r synt.actI:a11y, i.e., if there is an inflectional means of specifymg t~e source of mformatIon WhICh IS not merely a use of some broader category as is the
ca~e m the Gennan use of the subjunctive in indirect speech, then the language can be
srud to possess a grammatical category expressing this meaning," (Emphasis added).
" . 2. ~e t~~p~;~ differe~ce b~tween the synthetic Konjunktiv II and the analytic
~tirde + lllfimttve.. In th~ subJunctl~e ~ood is often slight, but nonetheless perceptible,
cf· Ieh wallte, er sange mcht so taut I wIsh he didn't sing (-weren't singing) so loud' vs.
Ich.wollte, er wurde nicht so lallt singen 'I wish he wouldn't sing so loud.' Note that
unlike "reportedness," w~ich can be expressed equally by Konjunktiv I and Konjunktiv II
fo.rms and where the chOIce between the two is dictated for the most part by consideratIons ofhomonyu:y, the s~bju~ctive mood in the example cited here cannot be expressed
by the correspondmg KonJullktlv I form Uch wollte, er *singe nicht so laut).
3. In German it is impossible to distinguish formally between "reported" and "nonreported" unreal conditions, While in Bulgarian it is impossible to distinguish fonnally
between "reported" real and "reported" unreal conditions. In Gennan this is due to the
fact t~at the same ~anjunktiv (specifically, Konjunktiv II) paradigm performs the dual
~nct~?n of expressmg "repo~edness" an~the conditional mood (cf "reported" Sie sagte,
~,e hlitt~ ailes schon vorbereltet, wenn Sle etwa zehn Minuten spater gekommen waren
S.he saId she would have already had everything prepared if they had come some ten
fill.nutes later' vs. "non-reported" Sie hiitte alles schon vorbereitet, wenn sie etwa zehn
Mmuten spiiter gekommen waren 'She would have already had everything prepared if
they had come some ten minutes later'), In this example, only the subordinating con-
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junction wenn 'if' increases for the recipient of the message the likelihood that the original utterance was formulated as an unreal condition; consider in this regard the "reported"
real conditionSie sagle, sie lllilte [-habel alles SChOll vorbereitet, da sie etwa zehn Minuten
spiiter gekommen waren [-seien] 'She said she had already had everything prepared
since they had come some ten minutes later.' With respect to the cited Bulgarian sentence, the "non-reported" analogue, according to CHMeoHoB'(l989: 12), is the unrealconditional sentence AKa 65fxa ,aaLUJ1H ,aecenlHa MHHYTI1 rrO-KbCHO, ManKa MIt Illeme
,lla e npHTOTB1IJJa Betfe BCl1tfKO 'If they had corne some ten minutes later, my mother
would have already had everying prepared.' Here, too, it is primarily the conjunction
(aKo 'if') that signals the likelihood that the reported utterance is an unreal condition; cf.
nOHe)K6 ca ,llOmJ1H ,llecenfHa. MHHYTH nOKbCffO, MaHKa MH lL(e e npHTOTBl1JIa Beqe
BClitlKO 'Since they have come some ten minutes later, my mother will have already had
everything prepared,' which prompts the instantiation of the same "reported" verb forms
as the unreal condition when conveyed in renarrative modality (Ka3Ba, tfe, nOHe)[(e 6HIIH
AOHI/IH ,lleCeTHHa MHHyrH nO-K"bCHO, Mai1Ka HLqR.Ila,l{a 8IIp1lT'OTBHJ1a BelIe BCl1llKO).

- It could be argued that, since Bulgarian here does not exhibit specifically marked
conditional (i.e., modal) forms for the expression of an unreal condition, the Bulgarian
expression of unreal conditions in a putative "renarrated mood" is not actually tantamount to the counterintuitive predication of a proposition in two moods simultaneously.
That is to say, one could argue that it is actually the conditional semantics that are basically (fonnally) temporal and the semantics of "reported ness" that are moda1. A solution
to the quandary raised by such argumentation (at least as concerns the apodosis of the
Bulgarian unreal-conditional sentence) is afforded by Aronson (1977: 15), who states
that "since the marked modal categories denote the nonreality of the narrated event, it
follows that any narrated event which is viewed as occurring (i.e., which will occur) after
the moment of the speech event is nonreal and therefore a category such as 'future tense'
(if the language in fact has such a formal category) will be a modal rather than a temporal
category..." Moreover, if we transpose the sentence considered here into a non-past
unreal condition (AKO AOi1,lleXa ,lleCenfHa MI1HYTI1 nO-KbCHO, MaHKa if II(ellle ,lla
npHrOTBH BCHtIKO HaBpeMe 'If they were coming [-were to come] some ten minutes
later, her mother would get everything prepared in time'), we see that re~expressing the
apodosis by means of virtually synonymous conditional (i.e., formally encoded modal)
verb fonns (. .. MaiJKa if
npHroTBH.lTa BCHtJKO HaBpeMe) precludes any possibility of
its reformulation by means of "reported" verb forms. In Bulgarian, in contrast to German
(see above), this is not because modal morphology cannot be "superimposed," as it were,
on morphology that is already modal, but because the Bulgarian marked conditional forms
(6HX, 611, 611, etc. + I-participle) are temporally restricted,
4. In other words. all moods are modalities, but not all modalities are moods.

ou

5. According to Friedman (1982: lSI-52), this view actually reflects that originally
fonnulated by B. LloHeB as early as 1911 in his article "Onpe.n.e.neHH H Beonpe~e.neHH
<pOPMH B 6bJIrapCKHJI e311K" (rO,llHlllHHK Ha COC/JffHCKl15I YHl1BepCHTeT. I1CTOPUKOipl1JIOJIOrl1lIeCKH ipaKYJITeT

7: 3-18).

6. The ambiguity of Bulgarian past indefinite verb forms with respect to "(non-)

reportedness" is illustrated by Freidman himself (1982: 156-57). In a lengthy passage,
"a little old lady" (e,llHa 6aOHlJKal says to someone called xa!VKH neTbp, "MoMY"eTo MH
e OO.lTHO" ('My boy is sick'). To this xa,Q~H neTbp ultimately responds, " ... KaTO TH e
6HJ10 OOJ1HO .!IeTeTO, ... Ha TH napH ,Qa ro lIeJIl1w," which Freidman glosses as ' ...
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since your child is sick (i.e" since you said your child was sick), ... here' 5 money for you
to heal him.' However, it is actually unclear why e OUJlO OOJIHO should be construed
here as "reported" (normative grammars prescribe 6hJ:[eJJO rather than lei ORno as
renarrated present in any case - cf KpbcTeB 1984: 79). In my opinion, e ORJIO 60JIHO
represents here a typical use of the ("non-reported") perfect tense: 'since your child has
been sick (and still is) .. .'

7. In its present indicative forms, the verb dellken 'to think,' like German verba
cogitandi in general, typically governs sentential complements predicated with indicative, not Konjunktiv, verb forms. Only when German verba cogitandi occur in some past
tense or in the conditional mood do they govern sentential complements eXhibiting
Konjunktiv verb forms (typically, Konjunktiv II rather than Konjunktiv I as in the example
cited here). Conceivable here is an alternate analysis of example (18), whereby er denkt
actually represents a prcesens historicum (i.e., a pasHime use of a presenHense verb
fonn), and the sentential complement with Konjunkliv I forms accordingly results from a
temporal transposition: ... er denkt, er habe irgend einen Verstoj3 gegen Baj Ganjus
Geschmack gemaeht <- ... er daehte, er Milte irgelld einen Verstoj3 gegen Baj Ganjus
Geschmack gemacht.
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